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ABSTRACT

In a rapidly changing and diverse world, the ability to reason about conflicting perspectives is critical for effective communication, collaboration, and critical thinking. The current pre-registered experiments with children ages 7 to 11 years investigated the developmental foundations of this ability through a novel social reasoning paradigm and a computational approach. In the inference task, children were asked to figure out what happened based on whether two speakers agreed or disagreed in their interpretation. In the prediction task, children were provided information about what happened and asked to predict whether two speakers will agree or disagree. Together, these experiments assessed children's understanding that disagreement often results from ambiguity about what happened, and that ambiguity about what happened is often predictive of disagreement. Experiment 1 (N = 52) showed that children are more likely to infer that an ambiguous utterance occurred after learning that people disagreed (versus agreed) about what happened and found that these inferences become stronger with age. Experiment 2 (N = 110) similarly found age-related change in children's inferences and also showed that children could reason in the forward direction, predicting that an ambiguous utterance would lead to disagreement. A computational model indicated that although children's ability to predict when disagreements might arise may be critical for making the reverse inferences, it did not fully account for age-related change.

1. Introduction

Solving the most fundamental problems of our time requires that people work together productively, find common ground, and negotiate solutions. In order to do this successfully, they must be able to understand and make inferences about conflicting perspectives. Here, we examine the developmental origins of this ability by assessing children's inferences about the kinds of disagreements that are likely to occur in everyday social life.

Imagine, for example, that you overhear the following disagreement at the park: One person is sure that Sam wanted Robin to paint the wagon, while the other person is sure that Sam did not want Robin to paint the wagon. Given that you have no reason to weigh one person's perspective more than the other, you may infer that Sam must have said something ambiguous that resulted in different interpretations. Maybe Sam said something like, “My wagon would look better in a new color,” which could have been interpreted as either an indirect request for Robin to paint it or merely an observation (Ackerman, 1978).

The ability to consider ambiguous events as causes of disagreement is critical for navigating the complexity of social life. Indeed, a less optimal alternative would be to always privilege one perspective (e.g., only considering the first perspective that Sam wanted the wagon to be painted), which could lead to inaccurate inferences about what happened. In two pre-registered experiments, we examined children's ability to infer ambiguous utterances from disagreement across ages 7 to 11 years old. In addition, we examined the mechanisms underlying this inference. Specifically, we applied a Bayesian model to test whether children's ability to predict that ambiguous utterances will cause disagreement underlies their inferential reasoning.

1.1. Inferences from disagreement

Prior research on disagreement has primarily focused on how children decide which of two conflicting perspectives is more likely to be right (Harris et al., 2018; Koenig et al., 2019; Poulin-Dubois & Brosseau-Liard, 2016). In this work, children are given cues that indicate one person is more trustworthy and their perspective should be privileged. Studies find that children successfully make use of a range of cues,
Children's understanding of ambiguous communication also becomes more robust across childhood. For example, although young children show an understanding of ambiguity when they are the direct listener, they struggle to appreciate ambiguity from a third-person perspective until around age 6 (Nilsen & Graham, 2012).

Regarding indirect speech acts, there has been much research on how children respond to such statements (Aguert & Laval, 2013; Carrell, 1981; Etirod, 1987; Marocchini et al., 2022). This research suggests that children's responses to indirect speech acts are context-dependent (Ackerman, 1978; Carrell, 1981; Etirod, 1987), which could indicate that children recognize their ambiguity. Specifically, when it is clarified that a person is about to make a request, children as young as 4 years of age respond appropriately to indirect statements such as, “I love to see the circle colored blue” or “I’ll be very sad if you make the circle red” (i.e., children in turn color the circle blue) (Carrell, 1981). However, without such clarification, children are less certain about the speaker's intention (Etirod, 1987). Relatedly, Ackerman (1978) found that 8-year-olds (and to a lesser extent, 6-year-olds) were able to flexibly interpret statements such as, “The garbage is beginning to smell” as either an indirect request (to take out the trash) or as a mere observation (of the smell) depending on contextual cues (e.g., if the garbage is still in the kitchen or is already outside). Taken together, children appear to recognize that indirect speech acts are ambiguous when they are in the role of the listener.

1.3. Applying a computational framework to children's inferences

Less is known about whether children use disagreement to infer that someone made an ambiguous utterance and what cognitive processes are involved in making this inference. To inform our hypotheses, we draw from computational work on inferential reasoning (Gerstenberg et al., 2021; Houlihan et al., 2023; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Outa et al., 2022), which has broadly characterized how reasoners make inferences about unobserved causes, including past physical events and others' beliefs, goals, and desires. According to this framework, drawing accurate inferences from disagreement relies on the ability to predict, in the forward direction, that ambiguous utterances can cause disagreement. Based on this generative model, children can then reason about the inverse direction and infer that an ambiguous utterance occurred when hearing others' disagreement. Put simply, children's predictions underlie their inferences.

When considering potential age-related change, the computational framework indicates several explanations for why older children may be more successful in inferring ambiguity. First, older children may be better able to predict that ambiguous statements can cause disagreement. In line with this possibility, older children ages 7 to 8 years old are able to predict that ambiguous stimuli, such as the duck/rabbit illusion, can cause different interpretations among people (Beck, McColgan, et al., 2011; Carpendale & Chandler, 1996). Although children younger than 7 are able to switch between interpretations of ambiguous stimuli themselves (Gopnik & Rosati, 2001), they struggle to accept that two people can disagree and have different interpretations at the same time (Beck, Robinson, et al., 2011). Another possibility is that young children can make the expected predictions, but may struggle with later steps in the inferential reasoning process. Specifically, even if children can apply their predictions to draw correct inferences about the probability of each utterance within a given situation, these inferences still need to be translated into appropriate decisions (i.e., choosing the most probable utterance). Doing so imposes demands on working memory and executive functions that may continue to develop well into later childhood (Best & Miller, 2010; Giron et al., 2008). In line with this possibility, computational work examining children's exploratory behavior finds that, across age 4 to 9 years old, children's actions become less noisy and more directed (Giron et al., 2023; Meder et al., 2021).
1.4. The present research

We examined children’s developing ability to infer ambiguous utterances from disagreement. Given that children may not have the necessary skills to make this inference until age 7 to 8 (Beck, Robinson, et al., 2011; Carpendale & Chandler, 1996; Langenhoff et al., 2023) or potentially as late as age 10 (Amemiya et al., 2021), we included children ages 7 to 11 years old. Focusing on a slightly older age range also allowed us to better examine the mechanisms that underlie how children successfully infer ambiguity from disagreement.

Fig. 1 shows the conceptual model of predictive and inferential reasoning that guides our two experiments. Experiment 1 tested whether children would be more likely to infer that a person made an ambiguous utterance (vs. an unambiguous utterance) after hearing others disagree about what happened compared to when they agree. Experiment 2 sought to replicate the results of Experiment 1, as well as test a mechanism of how children make the inference. We examined children’s ability to predict that ambiguous utterances will cause disagreement, while unambiguous utterances will cause agreement. We then applied a Bayesian model to examine if children’s predictions explain performance on the inference task, and whether this model can help to explain potential age-related change.

2. Transparency and openness statement

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions, all manipulations, and all measures in the study, and we follow Journal Article Reporting Standards (Kazak, 2018). All data, analysis code, and research materials are available here. We used R version 4.2.3 (R Core Team, 2023) and the following R packages: bookdown v. 0.33 (Xie, 2016, 2023a), broom.mixed v. 0.2.9.4 (Bolker & Robinson, 2022), car v. 3.1.2 (Fox & Weisberg, 2019), kableExtra v. 1.3.4 (Zhu, 2021), knitr v. 1.42 (Xie, 2014, 2015, 2023b), lme4 v. 1.1.32 (Bates et al., 2015), Metrics v. 0.1.4 (Hammer & Frasco, 2018), rmarkdown v. 2.21 (Allaire et al., 2023; Xie et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2020), rsample v. 1.1.1 (Frick et al., 2022), scales v. 1.2.1 (Wickham & Seidel, 2022), tidyverse v. 2.0.0 (Wickham et al., 2019), xtable v. 1.8.4 (Dahl et al., 2019). Both experiments were preregistered via the Open Science Framework (Experiment 1, Experiment 2).

3. Experiment 1: inference

In this experiment, we investigated children’s ability to infer what a speaker had said in a social scenario, based on whether the two listeners agreed or disagreed about what happened.

3.1. Methods

Participants. Fifty-two U.S. children aged 7 to 11 years (at least 10 children in each age group; 27 girls, 25 boys; 14 Asian, 14 White, 7 Mixed, 4 Black, 4 Latinx, 3 Middle Eastern, 1 reported “Other”, 5 not reported) were recruited from parks and social media. As noted in our pre-registration, we planned a sample size of 50, with at least 10 children per age group, based on a power analysis (2 more participants were run to be inclusive of children at the public park). An additional five children were dropped from analyses due to excessive noise and distractions at the park (2), parent interference (1), and parents reporting that the child is a new English speaker (2).

Procedure. Children participated in the study one-on-one with an experimenter over Zoom (28) or at a park (24). Children first completed a practice trial without any feedback that familiarized them with the story structure.

Following the practice trial, children were presented with four test stories (wagon, tower, snowman, and dog). Fig. 2 shows an example version of the study; all of the scenarios can be found in the full Appendix here and a sample video of the procedure can be found here. In all stories, the target child uttered an unknown statement to a second child, and the second child subsequently intervened. Two adults in the story overheard the statement and, critically, either agreed or disagreed about whether the target child wanted the intervention. On agreement trials, adults both stated they were “really sure” that the child wanted the intervention. In the disagreement trials, one adult was “really sure” that the child wanted the intervention, whereas the second adult was “really sure” the child did not want the intervention. Agreement was manipulated within subjects, such that two of the stories were agreement trials (e.g., wagon and snowman) and two were disagreement trials (e.g., tower and dog).

At the end of each story, participants were asked to infer what the target child said and were given the following response options:

(a) an unambiguous request (e.g., “Please paint my wagon orange”)
(b) an ambiguous statement (e.g., “My wagon would look better in a new color”)
(c) a random statement (e.g., “My wagon has four wheels”)

In the agreement trials, we were interested in whether children would infer the unambiguous request, as both informants agreed about what the child wanted. If children instead chose the ambiguous utterance, this may indicate they misinterpreted that statement as a clear request. Moreover, if they chose the random statement, this could indicate children were confused by the scenario or task in general.

In the disagreement trials, we were interested in whether children would infer the ambiguous utterance. If so, this would suggest that children are resolving the disagreement by inferring an utterance that explains both perspectives. If, on the other hand, children chose the unambiguous statement, this would indicate that they privileged one person’s view (e.g., the person who was sure that Sam wanted the intervention) and disregarded the other. Finally, if children chose the random statement in the disagreement trials, this could mean that they avoided choosing the unambiguous statement, but were unsure about which of the two remaining statements explain the disagreement.

We counterbalanced several factors to reduce the possibility of other design factors influencing the results (8 versions in total):

(1) Stories were presented in one of two orders (either wagon to dog or dog to wagon).
(2) Trial types were presented in one of two orders (either [agreement, disagreement, agreement, disagreement] or [disagreement, agreement, disagreement, agreement]). In this way, stories were crossed with trial type (e.g., the version in Fig. 2 had the wagon story as the agreement trial, while another version had the wagon story as the disagreement trial).
(3) We varied the valence of the unambiguous request and subsequent agreement remarks (either the valence was positive as described in the example version, or negative, such that the...
speaker said, “Please do not paint my wagon” and the listeners agreed that the speaker did not want the intervention).

We examined if any of these counterbalanced factors moderated the key effect of trial type. Analyses that tested an interaction between each factor and trial type indicated that none of these factors made a difference for the reported results (all 95% CIs included 0), story order*trial type: \( B = 0.23 \) (95% CI -0.97, 0.51); trial order*trial type: \( B = 0.65 \) (95% CI -1.41, 0.11); valence*trial type: \( B = 0.35 \) (95% CI -0.40, 1.10), thus we will not discuss these factors further.

3.2. Hypotheses

As noted in our pre-registration, we predicted an effect of trial type (agreement vs. disagreement), such that children would be more likely to infer unambiguous statements in the agreement trials (relative to the disagreement trials), and more likely to infer ambiguous utterances in the disagreement trials (relative to the agreement trials).

In a secondary set of hypotheses, we predicted that children would infer unambiguous utterances above chance (33%) in the agreement trials and infer ambiguous utterances above chance (33%) in the disagreement trials.

We also pre-registered exploratory analyses examining the moderating effect of age. Specifically, we were interested in whether children's sensitivity to the trial type (agreement vs. disagreement) may strengthen with age. We report p-values for our confirmatory analyses, but refrain from doing so for the exploratory analyses (following the suggestion by Wagenmakers et al., 2012).

3.3. Results

Fig. 3 presents the percentage that children inferred the ambiguous utterances by continuous age in years and trial type. Notably, we found that children almost always inferred either the unambiguous or ambiguous statements; only one child chose the random statement on one trial. Fig. 3 can thus be essentially interpreted as inferring...
ambiguity vs. unambiguous utterances. This also suggested that children were choosing statements that were relevant to at least one of the two possible scenarios. When two people agreed with one another, the probability of agreement given an unambiguous statement is high (e.g., “My wagon would look better in a new color” vs. “Please paint my wagon”), and the interpretation of the statement. Fig. 4 shows an example pair of prediction trials in the wagon story. Following unambiguous statements, we were interested in whether children predict that the listeners will agree rather than disagree. Following ambiguous statements, we were interested in whether children would be more likely to predict that the listeners will disagree compared to the unambiguous statement trials. However, we expected that children’s overall rate of predicting disagreement following ambiguous statements would be around 50%. This is because each listener is essentially a coin flip in their interpretation of an ambiguous statement, resulting in a 50% chance that they will agree and a 50% chance that they will disagree.

Regarding the inference condition, we made some changes from Experiment 1. First, we removed the random option given that participants rarely chose it. Second, we had participants reason about both types of trials for each story for our proposed analyses (see below for more on the Bayesian model). For example, participants now reasoned about an agreement wagon story and a disagreement wagon story. Across both the prediction and inference conditions, participants completed eight test trials in total (four pairs of stories).

We explored to what extent a Bayesian model accurately characterizes how children make inferences on this task across age. Specifically, for each age group, we linked predictions to inferences using Bayes’ theorem:

$$p(\text{utterance}|\text{agree}) \propto p(\text{agree}|\text{utterance}) \cdot p(\text{utterance})$$

4. Experiment 2: prediction and inference

Informed by computational and developmental work on inferential reasoning (Gerstenberg et al., 2021; Houlihan et al., 2023; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Outa et al., 2022), Experiment 2 examined how children’s ability to predict that ambiguous utterances can lead to disagreement may explain their performance on the inference task.

Children were randomly assigned to either the prediction or inference condition. The prediction condition presented children with utterances that were either unambiguous (e.g., “Please paint my wagon”) or ambiguous (e.g., “My wagon would look better in a new color”). They were then asked if two listeners would agree or disagree in their interpretation of the statement. Fig. 4 shows an example pair of prediction trials in the wagon story. Following unambiguous statements, we were interested in whether children predict that the listeners will agree rather than disagree. Following ambiguous statements, we were interested in whether children would be more likely to predict that the listeners will disagree compared to the unambiguous statement trials. However, we expected that children’s overall rate of predicting disagreement following ambiguous statements would be around 50%. This is because each listener is essentially a coin flip in their interpretation of an ambiguous statement, resulting in a 50% chance that they will agree and a 50% chance that they will disagree.

Regarding the inference condition, we made some changes from Experiment 1. First, we removed the random option given that participants rarely chose it. Second, we had participants reason about both types of trials for each story for our proposed analyses (see below for more on the Bayesian model). For example, participants now reasoned about an agreement wagon story and a disagreement wagon story. Across both the prediction and inference conditions, participants completed eight test trials in total (four pairs of stories).

We explored to what extent a Bayesian model accurately characterizes how children make inferences on this task across age. Specifically, for each age group, we linked predictions to inferences using Bayes’ theorem:

$$p(\text{utterance}|\text{agree}) \propto p(\text{agree}|\text{utterance}) \cdot p(\text{utterance})$$

4. Experiment 2: prediction and inference

With respect to younger children, the data indicated that they sometimes selected the ambiguous statements, but on other trials, they chose the unambiguous statement that aligned with only one of the informants’ perspectives. This result is consistent with prior work finding that younger children often have trouble integrating two conflicting views (Amemiya et al., 2021; Langenhoff et al., 2023). Experiment 2 sought to replicate these findings and to test a mechanism for how children successfully infer ambiguous statements.

3.4. Discussion

Experiment 1 found that children’s ability to infer ambiguous utterances from disagreement is slow-developing, even in the social domain: It was not until 10 years of age that children distinguished between disagreement versus agreement trials. This finding aligns with prior work documenting that children fail to infer ambiguous objects from disagreement until about age 10 (Amemiya et al., 2021), and that children’s ability to reason about ambiguity and multiple perspectives continues to develop into later childhood (Beck, Robinson, et al., 2011; Carpendale & Chandler, 1996; Langenhoff et al., 2023).
probability that the utterance was ambiguous is:

\[
p(\text{ambiguous|agree}) = \frac{p(\text{agree|ambiguous}) \cdot p(\text{ambiguous})}{p(\text{agree|ambiguous}) \cdot p(\text{ambiguous}) + p(\text{agree|unambiguous}) \cdot p(\text{unambiguous})} = \frac{p(0.5) \cdot p(0.5)}{p(0.5) \cdot p(0.5) + p(0.2) \cdot p(0.5)} \approx 0.38
\]

Below, we will compare several versions of the model against participants’ responses in our experiment. The different versions of the model all compute their inferences according to Bayes’ rule (see Eq. 1) but differ in how these inferences inform their choices (Eq. 2).

4.1. Methods

Participants. Participants were 110 U.S. children aged 7 to 11 years (53 girls, 55 boys, 1 non-binary, 1 not reported; 42 Asian, 31 White, 17 Mixed, 14 Latinx, 3 Black, 1 Middle Eastern, 2 not reported) recruited from public parks, social media, and MIT’s Lookit platform for live studies (Scott & Schulz, 2017). Approximately half of the participants (56) were randomly assigned to the prediction condition, while the remaining half were assigned to the inference condition (54). As noted in our pre-registration, we planned for a sample size of 100, with at least 10 children per age group, and had slightly more children due to over-recruitment on Lookit. An additional four children were dropped due to failing attention checks (2), significant difficulties with attention (1), or the parent reporting that the child is a new English speaker (1).

Procedure. Children completed the study one-on-one with a live experimenter over Zoom (104) or at a public park (6). After completing a practice trial, children were presented with four stories (i.e., wagon, tower, snowman, and dog). Each story had two trials (e.g., the wagon story had two trials), resulting in eight trials total. In the prediction condition, children reasoned about an unambiguous statement and an ambiguous statement for each story. In the inference condition, children reasoned about an unambiguous statement and an ambiguous statement for each story. The inference condition, children reasoned about an agreement and a disagreement for each story. All of the scenarios can be found in the full Appendix here, and a sample video of the prediction condition can be found here and the inference condition here.
whether the listeners would (a) agree, or (b) disagree in their interpretations of the utterance. For the inference trials, children were asked to infer what the child said: (a) an unambiguous request (e.g., “Please paint my wagon”), or (b) an ambiguous statement (e.g., “My wagon would look better in a new color”).

Similar to Experiment 1, we counterbalanced the following factors:

1. The order of the stories (either from wagon to dog or from dog to wagon).
2. The order of whether the unambiguous statement/agreement versus the ambiguous statement/disagreement trial came first.
3. The valence of the unambiguous request and subsequent agreement remarks (either positive, e.g., “Please paint my wagon” or negative, e.g., “Please do not paint my wagon”).

There were 16 study versions in total from counterbalancing these factors (there were twice as many versions because we now had an inference and a prediction condition). These factors did not moderate the effect of trial type for either the prediction condition, story order*trial type: \( B = 0.26 \) (95% CI -0.17, 0.69); trial order*trial type: \( B = 0.02 \) (95% CI -0.41, 0.44); valence*trial type: \( B = 0.34 \) (95% CI -0.08, 0.77) or the inference condition, story order*trial type: \( B = -0.26 \) (95% CI -0.86, 0.33); trial order*trial type: \( B = 0.08 \) (95% CI -0.52, 0.68); valence*trial type: \( B = -0.31 \) (95% CI -0.91, 0.30), and thus we will not discuss these factors further.

### 4.2. Hypotheses

As noted in our pre-registration, we predicted an effect of trial type in both the prediction and inference conditions. Specifically, for the prediction condition, we hypothesized that children would be more likely to predict disagreement following ambiguous statements (vs. unambiguous statements). For the inference condition, we hypothesized that, as in Experiment 1, children would be more likely to infer ambiguous utterances in the inference trials (relative to the agreement trials).

We also report the following exploratory analyses:

1. The moderating effect of age.
2. Whether Bayesian inference characterizes children’s reasoning.

### 4.3. Results

Fig. 5 shows children’s prediction data, while Fig. 6 shows children’s inference data. The points overlaying the data in Fig. 6 represent the model’s predictions for children’s inferences using the data from the prediction condition.

![Fig. 5. Experiment 2: Percentage that participants predicted disagreement in the Ambiguous Utterance and Unambiguous Utterance trials by continuous age in years. Note: Large points show mean percentages for each age group centered at the mean age for that group. Error bars are 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. Small points show percentages for individual participants (each participant contributes two data points on this plot, one for each trial type). n = number of participants in each age group.](image)

![Fig. 6. Experiment 2: Percentage that participants inferred ambiguous utterances in the Disagreement and Agreement trials by continuous age in years. Note: Large points show mean percentages for each age group centered at the mean age for that group. Error bars are 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. Symbols with black outline show model predictions based on participants’ predictions as shown in Fig. 5. Small points show percentages for individual participants (each participant contributes two data points on this plot, one for each trial type). n = number of participants in each age group.](image)

### Confirmatory analyses.

For the prediction condition, we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression model that examined children’s prediction of disagreement (vs. agreement), with a fixed effect of trial type (ambiguous vs. unambiguous statement) and a random intercept for each participant. As hypothesized, children were more likely to predict disagreement in the ambiguous statement trials relative to the unambiguous statement trials, \( B = 1.58 \) (95% CI 1.14, 2.02), \( p < .001, OR = 4.87 \). Furthermore, the rates of predicting each outcome aligned with expectations: In the unambiguous statement trials, children predicted agreement 77% of the time (i.e., close to 100%); while in the ambiguous statement trials, children predicted agreement 43% of the time and disagreement 57% of the time (i.e., close to 50% for each outcome).

For the inference condition, we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression model that examined children’s inference of an ambiguous statement (vs. unambiguous), with a fixed effect of trial type (disagree vs. agree) and a random intercept for each participant. As expected, children were more likely to infer an ambiguous statement in the disagreement trials, \( B = 3.77 \) (95% CI 3.08, 4.46), \( p < .001, OR = 43.42 \). This result replicated the findings in Experiment 1 that also found a main effect of trial type on children’s inferences.

### Exploratory analyses: Moderation by age.

To test for moderation effects by age, we ran additional mixed-effect models that included the main effect of trial type, the main effect of age, and the interaction term between trial type and age (continuous) for the prediction and inference conditions. We then explored at which age children successfully distinguished between trial types by running the mixed-effects model within each age group.

For the prediction condition, we found that there was no moderating effect of age, \( B = 0.21 \) (95% CI -0.09, 0.51), \( OR = 1.23 \), indicating that the effect of trial type (ambiguous vs. unambiguous statement) was consistent across age. In line with the interaction indicating no age moderation effect, even 7-year-olds distinguished between unambiguous and ambiguous statements when making predictions, \( B = 1.21 \) (95% CI 0.25, 2.17), \( OR = 3.35 \).

For the inference condition, we found that there was a moderating effect of age, \( B = 1.27 \) (95% CI 0.74, 1.80), \( OR = 3.57 \), indicating that the effect of trial type (disagree vs. agree) on inferring ambiguous statements strengthened with age. We explored when children began to distinguish between disagreement and agreement and found that even 7-year-olds made this distinction, \( B = 1.21 \) (95% CI 0.24, 2.16), \( OR = 3.31 \). Thus, while we replicated Experiment 1’s result that the effect of trial type strengthens with age, we found that the emergence of this effect was earlier in Experiment 2 (7 years old) than in Experiment 1 (10 years old). We return to potential explanations in the discussion.

### Exploratory analyses: Bayesian inference.

Fig. 6 shows model
predictions that link from children's predictions to inferences in three different ways. The “posterior” model simply applies Bayes’ rule as stated in Eq. 1. This model doesn’t have any free parameters as it directly uses the judgments from participants in the prediction condition. The model captures the main trends in the data: children are most likely to infer unambiguous statements in agreement trials, and ambiguous statements in disagreement trials. However, this version of the model overestimates children’s inferences of ambiguous utterances for agreement trials.

We fit two additional models that are inspired by the Rational Speech Acts framework (Degen, 2023; Goodman & Frank, 2016). Here, speakers and listeners are expected to make decisions about what utterance to use, or what situation to infer from an utterance, based on their joint goal of communicating successfully. In these models, it’s a standard assumption that speakers (and listeners) are softmax-rational (Luce, 1959; Sutton & Barto, 1996). Speakers choose utterances based on their expected utility. The softmax decision function has a temperature parameter ($\theta$) which captures how likely a speaker will communicate the expression with the greater expected utility.

We fit a “softmax” model which assumes that children use their posterior inferences to make a decision about which statement to choose at test (see Eq. 2). This model has one free parameter: the temperature parameter in the softmax function. We fit this parameter by minimizing the sum of squared error between model predictions and averaged inferences. Introducing a softmax transformation shifts down the predictions for agreement trials and thus brings them closer in line with the data. It also shifts up the predictions for the disagreement trials. However, the model still slightly overestimates ambiguous inferences for agreement trials.

The “softmax increase” model assumes that the temperature parameter in the softmax function changes as a linear function of age. This model has two free parameters: one for the intercept and one for the slope in the linear function that maps from age to the temperature parameter $\theta$. This model predicts that older children are more likely to infer the option with the higher posterior compared to younger children. Although the model now tends to overpredict children’s inferences of the ambiguous statement for the disagreement trials, the model arguably captures children’s inferences for the agreement trials best.

In terms of model fit, the “posterior” model has a correlation of $r = 0.96$ and a root mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.21. By comparison, the values for the “softmax” model are $r = 0.96$, RMSE = 0.17, and for the “softmax increase” model they are $r = 0.98$, RMSE = 0.15.1

4.4. Discussion

Experiment 2 replicated the two main results from Experiment 1: Children were more likely to infer ambiguous statements after hearing disagreement versus agreement, and this ability strengthened with age. Interestingly, however, we found an earlier emergence of this ability, such that children as young as 7 were able to make this inference (Experiment 1 found that it was not until children were age 10). One explanation is that providing fewer options (we removed the third, Experiment 1 found that it was not until children were age 10). One explanation is that providing fewer options (we removed the third, random statement) and observing both types of story trials (e.g., children heard both the agreement and disagreement versions of the wagon story) helped children focus on the contrast between the unambiguous and ambiguous statements. Even with these additional scaffolds, however, it is notable that we still found age-related improvements in children’s inferential reasoning.

We next turn to the prediction condition, which we included to understand how children make inferences and the pattern of age-related change. First, we found support for the hypothesis that children successfully predict that ambiguous utterances are more likely than unambiguous utterances to cause disagreement. This ability emerged at 7 years old. However, in contrast to the inference condition, we did not find age effects; 7-year-olds performed just as well as the oldest children. Across age groups, children’s predictions followed the expected pattern in which they favored agreement after the unambiguous statements (about 75% of the time) whereas they were roughly split in their predictions following ambiguous statements. The consistency in this pattern across age groups provided evidence against the account that age-related change in children’s prediction abilities explains the age patterns in inferences. However, it still left open the possibility that there may be age-related differences later in the inferential process.

To examine how children’s predictions relate to their inferences more directly, we applied several computational models within a Bayesian framework. The “posterior” model, which simply applies Bayes’ rule, captured the main effect of trial type (disagreement vs. agreement). This suggests that, in line with prior computational work in other domains of cognition, children’s predictions play an important role in their inferences (Gerstenberg et al., 2021; Houlihan et al., 2023; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Outa et al., 2022). However, this model did not capture age-related change in inferences, due to the fact that children’s predictions did not follow the same age-related increases. Instead, we found that the “softmax increase” model better captured the age-related changes in inferences. This points to the explanation that older children are more likely to choose the utterance that aligns with their posterior beliefs.

5. General discussion

Children develop in a world where disagreement is commonplace. Prior work has mostly examined which speaker children believe in a disagreement. Here, we shift the focus to inferences about what happened, investigating whether children use disagreement to infer that someone uttered an ambiguous statement. We find evidence across two experiments that children’s ability to make this inference strengthens across 7 to 11 years of age. Moreover, our computational results indicate that children’s ability to predict that ambiguous utterances can cause disagreement underlies their inferences and that age-related improvement in inferential reasoning may be due to being able to choose the utterance aligning with their posterior beliefs.

Our research builds upon the previous finding that children’s ability to infer ambiguity from disagreements about objects develops slowly across childhood (Amemiya et al., 2021). We find a similar prolonged trajectory when children reason about social disagreements, suggesting that children still find making this inference challenging despite likely having a lot of experience with disagreement in this domain. The consistent developmental pattern across object and social scenarios suggests a domain-general age-related increase in the ability to use disagreement as a cue to ambiguity. In this way, our work aligns with previous studies suggesting that children’s understanding of ambiguity becomes more robust across late childhood (Carpendale & Chandler, 1996; Foushee & Srinivasan, 2017; Langenhoff et al., 2023).

The current research also sheds new light on how children successfully infer ambiguity from disagreement. In particular, the simplest “posterior” model applying Bayes’ rule indicates that children’s predictions in the forward direction can account for the key pattern in their inferences (i.e., inferring ambiguity more after hearing disagreement than agreement). These findings support prior computational work indicating that Bayesian inference broadly characterizes children’s inferential reasoning across many domains (Gerstenberg et al., 2021; Houlihan et al., 2023; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016; Outa et al., 2022). Moreover, this result suggests a potential strategy to improve children’s inferential reasoning—specifically, this inference may be boosted by strengthening children’s ability to predict that ambiguous stimuli can cause disagreement.

Our findings also inform why older children are more successful in making this inference. First, we find that this pattern does not appear to be driven by age-related increases in making the correct predictions, but rather by a shift in children’s predictions towards more agreement. Finally, it is notable that we still found age-related increases in children’s ability to predict that ambiguous utterances cause disagreement, which aligns with previous findings in other domains.
which is stable across 7 to 11 years old. This stable trend aligns with previous work finding that, by around age 7, children appreciate that ambiguous stimuli (e.g., the duck/rabbit illusion) can cause people to have different interpretations (Carpendale & Chandler, 1996). Second, it also does not appear that younger children in our sample simply default to one perspective when hearing disagreement (instead, they were closer to chance). Rather, we find evidence from the “softmax increase” model that older children are more successful in choosing the right utterance based on their posterior beliefs. Similar results have been found in studies of children’s exploratory behavior (Giron et al., 2023; Meder et al., 2021), in which older children more reliably choose optimal actions based on their beliefs. We posit that age-related change in making optimal choices may be due to improvements in working memory and other executive functions (Best & Miller, 2010; Garon et al., 2008). It will be important to examine whether age-related change earlier in life (e.g., from 4 to 7 years old) may be driven by different mechanisms, in light of research indicating that there are changes in children’s prediction abilities (Beck, Robinson, et al., 2011) and their tendency to default to one person’s perspective (Amemiya et al., 2021; Foushee & Sririvasan, 2017; Langenhoff et al., 2023) during this period.

To the extent that younger children’s difficulties in inferential reasoning may be due to a noisier action selection process, constraining the number of alternatives may facilitate better performance. Notably, we find some support for this possibility when comparing the age of emergence across Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, we found an earlier age of emergence in Experiment 2, in which children were presented with fewer options in the inference task (i.e., the random option was removed). Although children rarely chose the random option, it is possible that the inclusion of this distractor made it more challenging for younger children to weigh the other two options effectively. Other research has similarly found that constraining alternatives improves young children’s inferential abilities, such as their ability to evaluate underinformative pedagogy (Gweon & Asaba, 2018) and understand scalar implicatures (Skordos & Papafragou, 2016). Furthermore, children in Experiment 2 observed both the disagreement and agreement trials for the same exact story. By eliminating superficial differences between trials, the key contrast of disagreement versus agreement may have been much more salient. This interpretation aligns with prior research indicating that greater alignment between two cases helps children notice the relevant abstract structure (Christie & Gentner, 2010). Finally, we note that Experiment 2 described two “people” as the speakers rather than two “adults” as in Experiment 1. This raises broader questions about whether children know about the people who disagree matters, such as whether they might reason differently about disagreement between two adults versus two children versus one child and one adult.

Because the ambiguous statements used in the present study have the potential to serve as indirect speech acts, our work informs our understanding of the development of pragmatic inference. Our findings suggest that recognizing how linguistic ambiguity can contribute to diverging mental representations is a late-developing cognitive capacity. Even after this basic capacity is in place, it is likely there are contexts in which children and adults still fail to consider ambiguity as a cause of disagreement, such as when their prior beliefs align with one of the speakers. More broadly, our findings contribute to our understanding of how children can acquire information that they were never directly taught based on their observations of what others say or do (Horowitz & Frank, 2016; Ma et al., 2023).

In conclusion, this research provides an experimental paradigm to test the developmental origins of how we make sense of a common form of disagreement—those in which both people’s perspectives may be worth considering in order to figure out what happened. The study results offer new insights into the developmental trajectory and underlying mechanisms of reasoning about ambiguity and disagreement.
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Appendix A. Appendix

Experiment 1 - Version 1: Positive Valence, DADA, Wagon to Dog

Training story. Let’s play a detective game! In this game, you are trying to fill in the missing part of a story. Let’s try one!

You’ll meet two kids. For this story, the kids are Casey and Terry. Casey said something, and you’ll try to figure out what Casey said based on the clues that follow.

So, next in the story, Terry pushed Casey down the slide. Two adults saw the whole thing happen: They heard what Casey said and they saw Terry push Casey down the slide. The adults were asked: Do you think that Casey wanted to be pushed down the slide, based on what Casey said? One adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Casey wanted to be pushed down the slide!” The other adult agreed and said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Casey wanted to be pushed down the slide!”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did the first adult say? [child responds] So the first adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure Casey wanted to be pushed down the slide.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did the second adult say? [child responds] So the second adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure Casey wanted to be pushed down the slide.”

Test: So based on what the adults said, let’s try to figure out what Casey said right before Terry pushed Casey down the slide. Remember, the adults agreed with each other that they were really sure that Casey wanted to be pushed down the slide. Which of these three things did Casey say right before Terry pushed Casey down the slide?

1. “Please push me down the slide.” (direct request)
2. “I go down slides sometimes.” (ambiguous utterance)
3. “The slide is green.” (random statement)

(No feedback was provided.) That was practice. We will play the official guessing game four times altogether. Let’s do the first one!

Story 1: Wagon, Disagreement. Sam and Robin were at the park. Sam said something. Then Robin painted Sam’s wagon orange. Let’s try to figure out what Sam said!

Two adults saw the whole thing happen: They heard what Sam said and they saw Robin paint Sam’s wagon orange. The adults were asked: Do you think that Sam wanted Robin to paint the wagon orange, based on what Sam said?

One adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Sam wanted Robin to paint the wagon orange.” The other adult disagreed and said, “No, I’m really sure that Sam did not want Robin to paint the wagon orange.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did the first adult say? [child...
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respects] So the first adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Sam wanted Robin to paint the wagon orange.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did the second adult say? [child responds] So the second adult said, “No, I’m really sure that Sam did not want Robin to paint the wagon orange.”

Test: So based on what the adults said, let’s try to figure out what Sam said right before Robin painted Sam’s wagon orange. Remember, the adults disagree with each other: One adult was really sure that Sam wanted Robin to paint the wagon orange, while the other adult was really sure that Sam did not want Robin to paint the wagon orange.

Which of these three things did Sam say right before Robin painted Sam’s wagon orange?

1. “Please paint my wagon orange.” (direct request)
2. “My wagon would look better in a new color.” (ambiguous utterance)
3. “My wagon has four wheels.” (random statement)

**Story 2: Tower, Agreement.** Cody and Morgan were in the play room. Cody said something. Then Morgan finished Cody’s block tower. Let’s try to figure out what Cody said!

Two adults saw the whole thing happen: They heard what Cody said and they saw Morgan finish Cody’s block tower. The adults were asked: Do you think that Cody wanted Morgan to finish the block tower, based on what Cody said?

One adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Cody wanted Morgan to finish the block tower.” The other adult agreed and said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Cody wanted Morgan to finish the block tower.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did the first adult say? [child responds] So the first adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Cody wanted Morgan to finish the block tower!”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did the second adult say? [child responds] So the second adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Cody wanted Morgan to finish the block tower!”

Test: So based on what the adults said, let’s try to figure out what Cody said right before Morgan finished Cody’s block tower. Remember, the adults agreed with each other that they were really sure that Cody wanted Morgan to finish the block tower. Which of these three things did Cody say right before Morgan finished Cody’s block tower?

1. “Please finish my block tower.” (direct request)
2. “My block tower is almost finished.” (ambiguous utterance)
3. “My tower is made of blocks.” (random statement)

**Story 3: Snowman, Disagreement.** Jordan and Avery were in the art room. Jordan said something. Then Avery drew a hat on Jordan’s snowman. Let’s try to figure out what Jordan said!

Two adults saw the whole thing happen: They heard what Jordan said and they saw Avery draw a hat on Jordan’s snowman. The adults were asked: Do you think that Jordan wanted Avery to draw a hat on the snowman, based on what Jordan said?

One adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Jordan wanted Avery to draw a hat on the snowman.” The other adult disagreed and said, “No, I’m really sure that Jordan did not want Avery to draw a hat on the snowman.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did the first adult say? [child responds] So the first adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Jordan wanted Avery to draw the hat on the snowman!”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did the second adult say? [child responds] So the second adult said, “No, I’m really sure that Jordan did not want Avery to draw a hat on the snowman!”

Test: So based on what the adults said, let’s try to figure out what Jordan said right before Avery drew a hat on Jordan’s snowman. Remember, the adults disagreed with each other: One adult was really sure that Jordan wanted Avery to draw a hat on the snowman, while the other adult was really sure that Jordan did not want Avery to draw a hat on the snowman. Which of these three things did Jordan say right before Avery drew a hat on Jordan’s snowman?

1. “Please draw a hat on my snowman.” (direct request)
2. “My snowman would look better if it was wearing something.” (ambiguous utterance)
3. “My snowman has buttons.” (random statement)

**Story 4: Dog, Agreement.** Bailey and Devin were at the dog park. Bailey said something. Then Devin fed Bailey’s dog three treats. Let’s try to figure out what Bailey said!

Two adults saw the whole thing happen: They heard what Bailey said and they saw Devin feed Bailey’s dog three treats. The adults were asked: Do you think that Bailey wanted Devin to feed the dog three treats, based on what Bailey said?

One adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Bailey wanted Devin to feed the dog three treats.” The other adult agreed and said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Bailey wanted Devin to feed the dog three treats.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did the first adult say? [child responds] So the first adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Bailey wanted Devin to feed the dog three treats.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did the second adult say? [child responds] So the second adult said, “Yes, I’m really sure that Bailey wanted Devin to feed the dog three treats!”

Test: So based on what the adults said, let’s try to figure out what Bailey said right before Devin feed Bailey’s dog three treats. Remember, the adults agreed with each other that they were really sure that Bailey wanted Devin to the dog three treats. Which of these three things did Bailey say right before Devin feed Bailey’s dog three treats?

1. “Please feed my dog three treats.” (direct request)
2. “My dog eats so many treats.” (ambiguous utterance)
3. “My dog has cute ears.” (random statement)

**Experiment 2 - Prediction Version 1: Positive Valence, UAUA, Wagon to Dog**

**Training Story.** Let’s play a guessing game! In this game, you will guess what happens next in a story. Let’s try one!

If I say “Cats are the best animal”, and this person also thinks cats are the best animal, are they going to: 1. agree or 2. disagree with what I just said?

Test: So will we: 1. agree or 2. disagree? [child responds] Yeah, we will agree!

Now if I say “Dogs are the best animal” and this person does not think dogs are the best animal, are they going to 1. agree or 2. disagree with what I just said?

Test: So will we 1. agree or 2. disagree? [child responds] Yeah, we will disagree!

That was practice! We will play the official guessing game four times all together. Let’s do the first one!

**Story 1: Wagon, U/A.** Sam and Robin are at the park. Sam says to Robin,

“Please paint my wagon.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did Sam say to Robin? [child responds] Yeah, Sam said to Robin, “Please paint my wagon.”

Other people heard what Sam said, and are thinking about whether Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon.”
2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Sam wants that.’”

Test: So, which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

On a different day, Sam and Robin are at the park. Sam says to Robin,

“My wagon would look better in a new color.”
Check 2: Can you remind me, what did Sam say to Robin? [child responds] Yeah, Sam said to Robin, “My wagon would look better in a new color.”

Other people heard what Sam said, and are thinking about whether Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Sam wants that.’”

Test: So which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

**Story 2: Block tower, A/U.** Cody and Morgan are in the playroom. Cody says to Morgan, “My block tower is almost finished.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did Cody say to Morgan? [child responds] Yeah, Cody said to Morgan, “My block tower is almost finished.”

Other people heard what Cody said, and are thinking about whether Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Cody wants that.’”

Test: So which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

On a different day, Cody and Morgan are in the playroom. Cody says to Morgan, “Please finish my block tower.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did Cody say to Morgan? [child responds] Yeah, Cody said to Morgan, “Please finish my block tower.”

Other people heard what Cody said, and are thinking about whether Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Cody wants that.’”

Test: So, which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

**Story 3: Snowman, U/A.** Avery and Jordan are in the art room. Avery says to Jordan, “Please draw on my snowman.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did Avery say to Jordan? [child responds] Yeah, Avery said to Jordan, “Please draw on my snowman.”

Other people heard what Avery said, and are thinking about whether Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Avery wants that.’”

Test: So, which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

On a different day, Avery and Jordan are in the art room. Avery says to Jordan, “My snowman would look better if it was wearing something.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did Avery say to Jordan? Yeah, Avery said to Jordan, “My snowman would look better if it was wearing something.”

Other people heard what Avery said, and are thinking about whether Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Avery wants that.’”

Test: So, which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

**Story 4: Dog, A/U.** Bailey and Devin are at the dog park. Bailey says to Devin, “My dog eats so many treats.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, what did Bailey say to Devin? [child responds] Yeah, Bailey said to Devin, “My dog eats so many treats.”

Other people heard what Bailey said, and are thinking about whether Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Bailey wants that.’”

Test: So, which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

On a different day, Bailey and Devin are at the dog park. Bailey says to Devin, “Please feed my dog some treats.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, what did Bailey say to Devin? [child responds] Yeah, Bailey said to Devin, “Please feed my dog some treats.”

Other people heard what Bailey said, and are thinking about whether Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats. What happens next?

1. The people agree: They both say, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats.”

2. The people disagree: One says, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats, but the other says, ‘Actually, I don’t think Bailey wants that.’”

Test: So, which happens next: Will they 1. agree, or 2. disagree? [child responds]

**Experiment 2 - Inference Version 1: Positive Valence, ADAD, Wagon to Dog**

**Training Story.** Let’s play a guessing game! In this game you will guess what happened in a story. Let’s try one!

This person said something about animals. Then, I agreed, and said, “Yes, cats are the best animal!”

Test: What did this person say: 1. “Cats are the best animal” or 2. “Dogs are the best animal”? [child responds] Yeah, the person said “Cats are the best animal.”

On a different day, this person said something about animals. Then, I disagreed, and said, “Actually, dogs are not the best animal!”

Test: What did this person say: 1. “Cats are the best animal” or 2. “Dogs are the best animal”? [child responds] Yeah, the person said “Dogs are the best animal.”

That was practice! We will play the official guessing game four times all together. Let’s do the first one!

**Story 1: Wagon, A/D.** Sam and Robin were at the park. Sam said something to Robin about the wagon.

Other people heard what Sam said, and thought about whether Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon. The people agreed: They both said, “I
think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Sam wants? [child responds] Yeah, they agreed: They both said, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon.”

Based on this, what did Sam say to Robin?

1. “Please paint my wagon.” (direct request)
2. “My wagon would look better in a new color.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Sam say to Robin: 1 or 2? [child responds].

On a different day, Sam and Robin were at the park. Sam said something to Robin about the wagon.

Other people heard what Sam said, and thought about whether Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon. The people disagreed: One said, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon, but the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Sam wants that.’”

Check 2: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Sam wants? [child responds] Yeah, they disagreed: One said, “I think Sam wants Robin to paint the wagon, but the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Sam wants that.’”

Based on this, what did Sam say to Robin?

1. “Please paint my wagon.” (direct request)
2. “My wagon would look better in a new color.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Sam say to Robin: 1 or 2? [child responds].

Story 2: Block tower, D/A. Cody and Morgan were in the play room. Cody said something to Morgan about the block tower.

Other people heard what Cody said, and thought about whether Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower. The people disagreed: One said, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower, the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Cody wants that.’”

Check 1: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Cody wants? [child responds] Yeah, they disagreed: One said, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower, but the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Cody wants that.’”

Based on this, what did Cody say to Morgan?

1. “Please finish my block tower.” (direct request)
2. “My block tower is almost finished.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Cody say to Morgan: 1 or 2? [child responds].

On a different day, Cody and Morgan were in the playroom. Cody said something to Morgan about the block tower.

Other people heard what Cody said, and thought about whether Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower. The people agreed: They both said, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Cody wants? [child responds] Yeah, they agreed: They both said, “I think Cody wants Morgan to finish the block tower.”

Based on this, what did Cody say to Morgan?

1. “Please finish my block tower.” (direct request)
2. “My block tower is almost finished.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Cody say to Morgan: 1 or 2? [child responds].

Story 3: Snowman, A/D. Avery and Jordan were in the art room. Avery said something to Jordan about the snowman.

Other people heard what Avery said, and thought about whether Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman. The people agreed: They both said, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman.”

Check 1: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Avery wants? [child responds] Yeah, they agreed: They both said, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman.”

Based on this, what did Avery say to Jordan?

1. “Please draw on my snowman.” (direct request)
2. “My snowman would look better if it was wearing something.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Avery say to Jordan: 1 or 2? [child responds].

On a different day, Avery and Jordan were in the art room. Avery said something to Jordan about the snowman.

Other people heard what Avery said, and thought about whether Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman. The people disagreed: One said, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman, but the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Avery wants that.’”

Check 2: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Avery wants? [child responds] Yeah, they disagreed: One said, “I think Avery wants Jordan to draw on the snowman,” but the other said, “Actually I don’t think Avery wants that.” Based on this, what did Avery say to Jordan?

1. “Please draw on my snowman.” (direct request)
2. “My snowman would look better if it was wearing something.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Avery say to Jordan: 1 or 2? [child responds].

Story 4: Dog, D/A. Bailey and Devin were at the dog park. Bailey said something to Devin about the dog.

Other people heard what Bailey said, and thought about whether Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats. The people disagreed: One said, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats, but the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Bailey wants that.’”

Check 1: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Bailey wants? [child responds] Yeah, they disagreed: One said, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats, but the other said, ‘Actually, I don’t think Bailey wants that.’” Based on this, what did Bailey say to Devin?

1. “Please feed my dog some treats.” (direct request)
2. “My dog eats so many treats.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Bailey say to Devin: 1 or 2? [child responds].

On a different day, Bailey and Devin were at the dog park. Bailey said something to Devin about the dog.

Other people heard what Bailey said, and thought about whether Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats. The people agreed: They both said, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats.”

Check 2: Can you remind me, did they agree or disagree about what Bailey wants? [child responds] Yeah, they agreed: They both said, “I think Bailey wants Devin to feed the dog some treats.”

Based on this, what did Bailey say to Devin?

1. “Please feed my dog some treats.” (direct request)
2. “My dog eats so many treats.” (ambiguous utterance)

Test: So, which did Bailey say to Devin: 1 or 2? [child responds].
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